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The port of Hull, situated on the east coast c. f England, is not

given the attention by American and Canadian fruit shippers that is given

to other British ports of no greater Importance. A city of 400,000 people,

it serves as a distributing center for a population of approximately

2,500,000 within a radius cf f i fty miles . It serves less directly a

much larger population than this, having inland delivery costs cn an equal

basis with Liverpool. It is noted as an important distributing and

shipping point for wool, ^rain, coal, timber, fish and oil, as woll as

for fruit and other products.

Hull is the natural distributing point for a large industrial area

in the nortn of England, for soft fruits from the continent, of which

Holland is by far the heaviest shipper, followed by Belgium. Hull is also

one cf the three British ports used for the distribution of 'Vest Indian

bananas in Great Britain, *.s a point of distribution for Spanish oranges

it ranks among British ports about equal to Manchester, taking second

place only to London and Liverpool.

Facilities for Fruit Distribution.

Hull has very adequate dock facilities, all being owned by the

London and North Eastern Railway. Apples arriving from the United States

via the Panama Canal are discharged at the King George Dock, located

pout five milus from the center of the city. This is newly constructed,

with splendid sheds, trackage and cranes. Handling is somewhat cumbersome,

however, as electric dock trucks are net used. Between this dock ana the

city is the Alexandra deck, used by the New York steamers. Although a

somewhat older shed*, nevortheless it serves adequately. Soft fruits from

Holland, Belgium and France and much of the citrus fruit from Spain

arrives and is discharged at the Riverside Quay, much nearer the Humber

Street section where sales are held.

At present the Hamburg-America Lino is the only line serving the

port with direct refrigerator ships frcm Pacific Coast ports. The United

States Shipping Board has monthly sailings to Hull from New York City, and

Ellorman's 7/iison Line Ltd. provides weekly sailings from New York.

Furness Withy & Co. has fortnightly sailings from Montreal and Halifax.

Auction Methods and Fruit Brokers.

Hull has two auction salerooms, the Commercial Auction Rooms, and

the Colonial Saleroom, in close proximity to each other on Humber Street,

The first mentioned is used by three firms of fruit brokers, and the latter

by one concern. The bulk of American apples are consigned and soli at

auction, by these four brokers. Other brokers make eirect purchases in the

United States at intervals. The names of brokers may be had by addressing

the Foreign Service, Bureau of agricultural Economics, Washington, B.C.
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Inspections are made on the quays by the buyers; samples are removed
to the sample rooms adjoining thy salerooms and exhibited prior to sale.
Samples are also trucked into the salerooms at the time of sale and briefly
exhibited to the buyers » Sales are usually held liendays and Thursdays. In
the Commercial Auction Heom the three brokerage firms using it take turns
in selling to the same audience of buyers.

,

The work of receiving, piling and delivering is done by the deckmon
of the railroad companies, being overseen by the dock representatives of
the brokers. Cataloguing and selling are done in the form usual with
British port auctions.

Cold Storage Facilities.

Three different cold storage plants are lecated at Hull. The one
principally used for fruit is that of the Union Cold Storage Company, Ltd.

at Alexandra Dock. Space is available for 100,000 boxes or for 30,000
barrels. The plant of the Union Cold Storage Co. Ltd. is modern. Fruit
temperatures are held at 34°. Hates are 13c (6-gtl) for 28 days, and 3$

(1-g-d.
)
per v76ok thereafter on boxes* and 40$ (1/8) and 10$ (5d. ] for

corresponding periods on barrels.

Damand and Competition. .

Hull will take apples slightly larger in size than will the markets
in the south of England. Preference is divided between red and yellcw
apples, and also between boxed apples and those in barrels. Boxed apples

of 163 and 175 si^os are preferred.

The principal competition is fcun^ in Canadian apples, especially
shipments from L

Tova Scotia. During the autumn ana early winter imports
of apples are also received in volume from Czechoslovakia and the Tyrolian
districts

.

Lt the present time the port dees not rank as high as a receiver of

American apples , as it does in the distribution of Mediterranean citrus

fruits, because of the lack of adequate direct transportation from the

United States. With regular and adequate shipments Hull would drayj buyers

of apples from the iron and steel district about Sheffield and the in-

dustrial area of Leeds and Bradford as it does buyers <$f oranges and lemons.

Scandinavian Trade through Hull .

Hull has good shipping fa ci lit its with the Scandinavian countries

and previous to the war a substantial portion of its fruit trade was based

upon orders from ITorway, Sweden and Denmark. Lt present this bus iness is

ve-ry slender. Direct buying in the United States by Scandinavian importers

during the war started a practice that has not ceased. Neither is there

any prospect that it will stop. It often happens that Scandinavian buyers

can purchase imierican apples in Hull at prices lower than corresponding-

coats through Hew York, but the Scandinavian trade prefers direct-shipped

fruit to that discharged in En-land. It is interesting to observe, however,

that the loss of this trade has not caused any decrease in the total

quantity of apples distributed through the port.
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Citrus Fruits .Arriving at Hull.

Hull receives about one-third as many packages of Spanish oranges
as London and about fifty per cent of the volume of Liverpool arrivals.
It also plays an essential part in the Jaffa orange 'bus inea s . -

The industrial area that Hull supplies has a large demand for low
priced fruits and Spanish oranges are looked to to fill the bulk of this
need. There is little promise in the outlook for i,merican citrus fruits
of any kind.

v;hile Florida grape fruit ia well dispersed throughout the trade
the requirements of this market still remain in the scores of casos per
week.

Costa in Hull.

Auction sales are on a basis of 3 per cent spot commission on large
lots, and 5 per cent on small lots. T

,7hen handled through American agents
the commission rate rises to as high as 7 per cent, as in other markets.
Inclusive handling deductions are on a basis of 22^ (lid.] per box and
34^ (l/5) per barrel.

Mere Direct Shipments from Pacific Coast Ports Recommended.

Judging from the volume of othor fruits passing through Hull, the

volume of im^rican apples entering is low. Several million people can be
reached more economically through Hull than through any other port and
supplies should flow to that point to fill these requirements. This,
unquest iormfcly , would draw supplies away from other port markets, yet when
transportation costs make a given point a natural market the argument is

always in favor of the saving, providing transportation is such as to

insure goed condition of fruit on arrival, ilere shipments carried under
refrigeration from Pacific Coast ports would be the most advisable maimer
of augmenting supplies and would ultimately prove advantageous to American
growers, either through relatively better prices, or through volume of

sales by reason of lower prices to the consumer.

Since it is slightly cheaper at . resent to ship apples from New
York to Scandinavian ports by taking advantage of the 30^ rate between New
York and Hull it might seem reasonable that this business would come back
to Hull. Investigations in Scandinavian markets make this seem doubtful,
mainly on account of the better assurance Scandinavian importers feel re-

garding the condition of the fruit when they crder in New Yurk. The past
season has been a very good test of this. For weeks at a time Scandinavian
merchants could lay down American apples from Hull and London for less money
than from American points, yet the oraers went to the United States and
houses in Hull that have for years specialized in filling orders from
Horway, Sweden and Denmark complain tha t the past year has shown no improve-
ment in that business.

EDV/IN SMITH,

Specialist in Foreign L&rketing




